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This paper considers transition modeling for the flow over small unmanned aerial vehicles

with a span of around 1 m. Such flows are characterized by very low values of turbulent

intensity and the main cause for transition corresponds to flow separation. Four different

turbulence models for low Reynolds number flow are compared with the experimental data for

a NACA 0018 airfoil over a range of 2D as well as 3D conditions. The turbulence models under

consideration are Menter’s k − ω SST model with Wilcox’s low-Re modification, Menter &

Langtry’s (k −ω SST) γ − Reθ model along with its simplified version in the form of the (k −ω

SST) γ model, andWalters & Coklja’s k − kl −ωmodel. The NACA 0018 profile is rotated in a

flowwith a chord-based Reynolds number of 3×105 at three different rotational speeds between

an angle of attack (AoA) of 0o and 25o. Using a curve fitting methodology, an estimate of the

results at an infinitesimally slow rotation can be made. Both clockwise and counterclockwise

rotations are considered to allow an assessment of the model for predicting steady hysteresis.

Furthermore, 3D computations for an infinite wing are performed to examine the appearance

of coherent structures at high AoA, namely, stall cells or low frequency fluctuations.

Nomenclature
c Chord length, [m]

Cc Convective coefficient von Neumann stability analysis

Cd Diffusive coefficient von Neumann stability analysis

CD Drag coefficient; D/0.5ρU2
re f c, [−]

Cdecay Decay constant

CL Lift coefficient; L/0.5ρU2
re f c, [−]

CM Moment coefficient; M/0.5ρU2
re f c2, [−]

CP Pressure coefficient; P/0.5ρU2
re f , [−]

D Drag, [N]

fv Frequency of vortex shedding, [s−1]



F Spatial function

Fc Discrete spatial convective operator

Fd Discrete spatial diffusive operator

G Gain/Amplification factor, [−]

j Imaginary unit

k Turbulent kinetic energy, [m2/s2]

kl Laminar kinetic energy, [m2/s2]

L Lift, [N]

M Moment, [Nm]

P Static pressure, [Pa]

r Wall normal expansion ratio, [−]

RT Turbulent viscosity ration; µt/µ, [−]

Rec Chord-based Reynolds Number; ρUre f c/µ, [−]

ReT Turbulent Reynolds number; ρk/µω, [−]

Reθ Momentum-thickness Reynolds number; ρUre f θ/µ, [−]

s Span, [m]

S0, S1 Source term

St Strouhal number; f λ/Ure f , [−]

Tu Turbulent intensity, [−]

u Local velocity, [m]

Ure f Free-stream velocity, [m/s]

x Chordwise position, [m]

y+ Distance in wall coordinates; ρyuτ/µ, [−]

#nc Number of nodes on chord, [−]

Greek

γ Intermittency, [−]

Γ Diffusity constant

λL Characteristic length, [m]

µ Dynamic viscosity of air, [kg/ms]

µt Turbulent/eddy viscosity, [kg/ms]

ω Specific turbulence dissipation rate, [1/s]

ωdeg Rotational speed, [o/s]
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ωF Fourier decomposition wave number

φ Transported scalar

φωF Fourier decomposition wave amplitude

ρ Density of air, [kg/m3]

θF Fourier decomposition wave angle

Subscript

Inlet Value at inlet computation domain

Acronyms

AoA Angle of Attack, [◦]

AR Aspect Ratio; s/c, [−]

RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes

U AV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

I. Introduction

The widespread use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) has become clear over recent years, thanks to its increasing

ability to be deployed for a series of comprehensive tasks: from the more well known military up to and including

its humanitarian counterpart. This has led to an enormous research boost in that field. In order to improve endurance,

range, efficiency and the payload capacities of the drones, a deep understanding and correct modeling of the aerodynamic

behavior is fundamental, which in turn may lead to the development of new aerial structures with a decreased drag

force, increased lift force, delayed stall angle, reduced noise and vibrations, further extending its capabilities. Within

the extensive range of UAVs that exists nowadays, this paper focuses on those that operate at a chord-based Reynolds

numbers (Rec) below 5 × 105, the condition which is referred to as low Reynolds number flow [1].

Airfoils, with an adverse pressure gradient on the suction side, operating at low Reynolds numbers in external

flow conditions, typically with low values of turbulence intensity, are characterized by the appearance of a transitional

separation bubble (Figure 1). This bubble is often detrimental to the performance of the airfoil and is preferably avoided

(for example by means of turbulators and bubble ramps). It is nevertheless of importance to correctly resolve this

phenomenon to assure a correct estimation of the flight behavior of the UAV.
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Fig. 1 Separation bubble

The relatively low computational cost that is attributed to Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations

allows its use in increasingly complex 3D geometries. The assumption of a fully turbulent flow that goes hand in

hand with classic turbulence models, makes their use in low Reynolds applications somewhat ambiguous. The last

couple of decades have however seen the birth of a number of turbulence models that attempt to model the transition

phenomena that are attributed to low Reynolds number flow. Over recent years, the modeling of transitional flow with

RANS simulations became increasingly more important and this has led to its implementation in commercial software.

The transition models that were created to simulate this phenomenon were often designed to accurately represent the

transition from laminar to turbulent flow for specific cases, such as bypass transition over a compressor blade [2], natural

transition over a flat plate, wake-induced transition over a cascade [3] or hypersonic/supersonic transition through Mack

instabilities [4]. Here it is attempted to evaluate the reliability of some of these models for the assessment of the high

angle of attack (AoA) behavior of airfoils operating in low Reynolds, external flow conditions.

Based on the manner by which transition is predicted, transition models can be categorized as low Reynolds models,

which make use of damping functions, correlation based models, which typically relate the production of intermittency

to correlations depending on flow parameters, and physics-based models, which attempt to model the flow based on a

more theoretical framework. Of the three categories, representatives are selected that are compared with each other

to assess their abilities: firstly Menter’s k − ω Shear Stress Transport (SST) model [5] with Wilcox’s low Reynolds

modification [6], which belongs to the low Reynolds models, secondly Menter and Langtry’s γ − Reθ model [7], thirdly

Menter and Langtry’s γ model [8], the former two belonging to the correlation models, and fourthly and finally Walter

& Cockljat’s k − kl − ω model [9], which is a physics-based model. A comparative study of these models presented in
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2D for the prediction of high AoA and steady hysteresis behavior is given in §2. Comparison with experimental data

brings forth discrepancies, which are further investigated in 3D in §3.

While numerous comparative studies have been devoted to transition model for a series of test cases, chord-based

Reynolds number and turbulence intensity ranges [10–12], no light has as of yet been shed on the abilities of these

models for the prediction of steady hysteresis. The importance in a correct modeling of static/steady hysteresis for UAV

applications is for example found in the prediction of stall/spin recovery, which up until today can lead to a complete loss

of aerial systems. It is also essential in the assessment of post-stall maneuverability, a particular requirement of small

UAVs that typically do not have a landing gear but perform a belly landing an AoA with stall. Therefore, this paper will

attribute to the list of comparative studies by its assessment of the aforementioned. Furthermore, the evaluation of

models up until now has always occurred in a set of discrete points, which makes the prediction of burst∗ only accurate

up to the interval size. Here, a methodology is presented for a continuous assessment of the predictive capabilities

of these models as a function of the angle of attack. Finally, experimental results have shown the strong 3D nature

of the flow, especially at high angles of attack, to which, up until now, only little importance has been attached in the

development of RANS models. Therefore, the difference in patterns for both 2D and 3D flows will be laid bare.

(a) Dimensions far-field

(b) Detail mesh resolution

Fig. 2 Computational domain

II. 2D Study
The comparative study of the transition models is presented by studying their capabilities to predict the increased lift

caused by the separation bubble at lower AoAs, the abrupt burst of the separation bubble and the accompanied stall
∗Burst is defined as the point at which the separated shear layer is unable to reattach, leading to a fully separated flow over the airfoil, accompanied

by an abrupt decrease ofCL andCM and increase ofCD [13]. This phenomenon is closely related to trailing edge stall, also referred to as mild stall,
encountered on thick airfoils and characterized by the separation of the trailing edge which grows towards the leading edge until it reaches the bubble
which results in its bursting [14, 15].
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at higher AoAs and the ability to predict steady hysteresis†. To do this the NACA 0018 profile is rotated around its

mid-chord position at three different rotational speeds, ωdeg: 1o/s, 0.5o/s and 0.1o/s from 0o to 25o. This allows

an exponential fitting (see section II.D) of the CL-, CD- and CM -characteristics and predicts the behavior of a steady

simulation for any AoA between 0o and 25o. By doing this the effect of unsteady hysteresis‡ is eliminated. The same

procedure is followed by rotating counterclockwise from 25o to 0o. Placing the characteristics on top of each other will

directly provide a quantitative measurement of the ability of the transition models abilities to predict hysteresis.

Since the NACA 0018 is a symmetric profile, the aerodynamic center is to be found at 1⁄4 of the chord. However, the

appearance of a separation bubble both on the suction (upper) and pressure (lower) side changes the shape of the airfoil

by introducing an artificial chamber, as it were. A study of the CM -characteristic will then allow, without the need to

consider the CP-distribution, the assessment of how the separation bubbles move on the surface.

A. Boundary Conditions

The simulations are performed in such a way that they allow the comparison with the experimental measurements of

Timmer [19] for Rec = 3 × 105. The measurements were executed in the Delft University Wind Tunnel using a 0.25m

chord model at velocities ranging between 10m/s and 70m/s with respectively corresponding Tu (=
√

2k/3/U) values

of 0.02% and 0.07%. This results in Tu = 0.04% for Rec = 3 × 105.

From the experimental studies and the trigger functions in the transition models discussed before, it can be noted

that Tu is a dominant parameter. RANS modeling has been characterized by a decay of Tu especially for external flows,

predominantly found in aeronautical applications. This decay of Tu is caused by the fact that only the destruction terms

in the k and ω transport equations are active between inlet and leading edge [20]. In order to predict the value of Tu at

the inlet of the computational domain that one may obtain a Tu = 0.04% at the leading edge, the decay can be calculated

from the decay of k for the γ − Reθ model§:

k = kinlet (1 + ωinletCdecayt)
−C∗

decay
Cdecay with Cdecay = 0.09 and C∗decay = 0.0828 (1)

A time scale can be determined as follows: t = xinlet/Ure f , where xinlet is the streamwise distance downstream of

the inlet and Ure f is the mean convective velocity. The turbulent viscosity in case of the k − ω SST model is defined

as: µt = ρk/ω. The decay of turbulent kinetic energy equation can be rewritten in terms of inlet turbulent intensity

(Tuinlet ) and inlet turbulent viscosity ratio, (µt/µ)inlet , as follows:
†With steady hysteresis we refer to the phenomenon of history dependency of aerodynamic characteristics on the sense change of the AoA [16].

Williams and colleagues use the term static [17]
‡With unsteady hysteresis we refer to the phenomenon of history dependency of aerodynamic characteristics on the speed of change of the AoA

[18]. Williams and colleagues use the term dynamic [17]
§The decay behaves differently depending on the model, consequently the provided formula then only serves as an indicator and must be checked

afterwards
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Tu(xinlet ) =
©«Tu2

inlet

[
1 +

3ρUre f xinletCdecay(Tu2
inlet
)

2µ(µt/µ)inlet

] −C∗decay
Cdecay ª®®®¬

0.5

(2)

Spalart & Rumsey [20] recognized the relevance of turbulent decay and the difficulty in defining a reasonable

combination of Tuinlet and µt/µ that would yield acceptable results. They proposed for aeronautical applications

the following relation: µt/µ ≈ 2 × 10−7 × Rec , which yields for Rec = 3 × 105 the following: µt/µ = 0.06. Using

Equation 2 with (µt/µ)inlet = 0.06, Tuinlet ≈ 0.23% ¶. Larger values of (µt/µ)inlet lead to a slower decay, but may

influence the flow field.

B. Numerical Parameter Study

The computational domain surrounding the airfoil is c-shaped: extending 10 chord lengths in front, above and below

the airfoil and 20 chord lengths behind‖ it as presented in Figure 2a. Following the strict requirements of the mesh for

the transition models [7, 8, 21], a minimum wall normal expansion ratio of 1.1 should be imposed on the 100 layers

surrounding the airfoil to obtain a y+ of maximum 1 near the stagnation point and on average 0.35. All calculations are

performed using CFD-code ANSYS Fluent 16.2 with a second-order upwind for convective terms, second-order central

for diffusive terms, gradient least squares cell based discretization, a transient second-order implicit formulation and the

SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling. During every time-step the scaled residuals decrease to 10−5 using a scaling factor

representative of the flow rate of the quantity of interest through the domain∗∗

Chordal grid discretization, #nc , time step size, ∆t, wall normal expansion ratio, r and first cell size, y+, were

subjected to a comparative study displayed in Figure 3. In order for the grid discretization error not to influence the

comparative study of the time step size, and vice versa, the finest grid, respectively the smallest time step, is chosen to

study the influence of the other numerical parameters. The experimental measurement of Timmer [19] for CD(AoA = 0)

is displayed as a reference for the different cases.
¶Different combinations of (µt /µ)inlet and Tuinlet that produce the desired Tu at the leading edge are possible. These have a negligible

influence on the quantities of interest: (µt /µ)inlet = 6 leads to a 1% change inCD
‖A numerical study towards the sensitivity of the flow domain was also performed and showed that by increasing each dimension five fold the

CD changes on average 0.1%. Therefore the results, being so close to each other, are not depicted here.
∗∗Converging to 10−6 only changes the quantities of interest with < 0.1%, but significantly increases the computational time, therefore it is judged

that 10−5 is an appropriate criterion.
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(a) Chordal node number study (b) Time step size study
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Fig. 3 Numerical parameter study in 2D

First of all it can be seen from figure 3b that at AoA= 0 CD is independent of ∆t for the low-Re model since it predicts

a steady value. The other transition models clearly predict some kind of transition when crossing log10(1/∆t)≈ 2.5 − 3.

This transition is attributed to the appearance of vortex shedding in the lower range of time steps (towards the right of

the figure). A von Neumann stability analysis (see the Appendix) shows the behavior of the discretization schemes used

as filters with increasing ∆t. Depending on the transition model used, some transition related vortices are resolved.

This might seem counterintuitive from a RANS perspective, which builds on the modeling of turbulence. In that sense,

these transition models move towards LES and are somewhat similar to SAS from the perspective of resolving part of

the transition (turbulence) related structures. The consequence is that flows, which would be steady by conventional

turbulence models, now become unsteady using transition models. The von Neumann analysis shows how the implicit

second order scheme filters the highest frequencies of these structures. This implies that by increasing the time step, a

steady solution can be obtained. However, this steady solution deviates from the time-averaged unsteady solution.

While there is a difference between steady and unsteady results of CD(AoA = 0o) for the different transition models,
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the maximal difference is ∆CD ≈ 20 drag counts. The k − kl −ω and γ − Reθ models predict the experimental value of

CD most correctly. The γ model, which most strongly under-predicted CD , still performs well since ∆CD ≈ 20 drag

counts.

It was discussed above that even when the vortex shedding is not resolved, the CD is still well predicted. So even

when the bubble decreases in size when the AoA increases and the time step remains the same, it is expected that the

predicted CD will still give a reasonable result. However, when the #nc decreases below 100, the separation point on the

pressure and suction side moves upstream resulting in a larger turbulent boundary layer and subsequently a much larger

CD . It is thus expected that the burst behavior will be wrongfully predicted for a mesh that is too coarse. The transition

models clearly show an exponential growth in CD with decreasing #nc . With increasing y+ the point of separation

moves upstream. For larger expansion factors, which corresponds with a decrease of cells in the boundary layer††, there

is an upstream shift in the transition location, because the sensitivity of the solution to wall-normal mesh resolution can

increase for flows with pressure gradients.

For the remainder of the study the finest grid dimensions and time step that were evaluated during the numerical

parameter study will be used: 400 nodes along the chord, a wall normal expansion ratio equal to 1.1, y+ equal to 1 and a

time step size equal to 10−4.

C. Central Value

As mentioned in previous section, the γ − Reθ , γ and k − kl −ω models are characterized by unsteady behavior due

to a periodic vortex shedding from the separation bubble, in literature described as breathing or flapping [22], when the

grid size and time step size decrease below certain threshold values. Since the mesh is rotated as a function of time it is

not possible to obtain a time averaged CL-, CD- and CM -value for every AoA. An alternative approach would be to

rotate the mesh various times starting from a different initial state, thus obtaining multiple CL-, CD- and CM for every

AoA and averaging these out. However, the high computational cost that at this point is already consumed by the fine

grid, small time step size and slow rotational speed does not allow this approach. Instead a single value is obtained by

estimating the boundaries of the CL-, CD- and CM -fluctuations and taking the central value between the boundaries.

This is done by taking the maximum and minimum value in fixed intervals. These points are connected to form a

piecewise linear curve, respectively corresponding to the upper and lower boundary. The high frequency of vortex

shedding and the low rotational velocity allows the use of small intervals, which produces a much smoother curve. The

approach is illustrated in Figure 4 for the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation using the γ − Reθ model at a speed

of 1o/s.
††For each of the meshes examined here, the maximum y+ value is equal to 1, consequently, a change in wall normal expansion ratio changes the

number of cells in the boundary layer: at x/c = 0.5, just before the boundary layer separates we have at 1/r = 0.909 24 cells in the boundary layer, at
1/r = 0.833 17 cells, at 1/r = 0.769 14 cells, at 1/r = 0.714 11 cells and at 1/r = 0.667 9 cells.
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Fig. 4 Central value of CL(AoA)-characteristic of the γ − Reθ model rotating at ωdeg = 1o/s

D. Exponential Fitting

The rotational speed leads to an unsteady hysteresis behavior as discussed before. In order to assess the steady

hysteresis, it needs to be isolated. This is done through the estimation of the CL-, CD- and CM -characteristics at an

infinitesimally slow rotational speed: by rotating the profile at three different speeds (1o/s, 0.5o/s and 0.1o/s) the

central value at every AoA for the three curves can be fitted to an exponential curve: aexp(bx) + c, with x = ω−1
deg

. It

is expected that b will be negative, so that the exponential component goes to zero and c becomes the coefficient of

interest for ωdeg → 0. The approach is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 Fitting Strategy with the γ − Reθ model

E. Results

First, a more in depth comparison of the results of the γ − Reθ model with experimental data of the CL-, CD- and

CM -characteristics (Figure 7) is presented, after which the characteristics of the different transition models are placed

next to each other.
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Figure 7a shows the CL-characteristic of the γ − Reθ model, both for an infinitesimally slow rotation in clockwise as

in counterclockwise direction along with the experimental measurements of Timmer [19]. In clockwise rotation it can

be noted that the model predicts the characteristic trustworthy up to 12o, after which a slight overestimation of the lift is

to be found up to the experimental burst angle ≈ 17o.

(a) AoA = 5o (b) AoA = 8o

(c) AoA = 12o (d) AoA = 17o

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the separation bubble movement for changing AoA [23].

This first part, AoA = 0o − 17o, can be experimentally divided in three regions. The first, extending from

AoA = 0o − 5o, is characterized by a linear increase of CL , similar to a fully turbulent flow. On both the pressure and

suction side a separation bubble is found that produces an alternating vortex shedding in the shape of a von Karman

vortex sheet (Figure 6a). As the angle of attack increases the bubble on the suction side moves upstream and the bubble

on the pressure side moves downstream. The appearance of the separation bubbles introduces a pressure plateau and

can intuitively be understood as a change in shape of the airfoil itself. While this affects CM most strongly, the influence

on CL is minimal in this first region since the pressure plateaus compensate each other. The ‘change’ of the profile

shape introduces a positive CM that increases with AoA. At an AoA = 5o the bubble on the pressure sides reaches the

trailing edge and disappears into the wake. The pressure plateau on the suction side now adds to the CL and leads to

an, as we will call it, ‘over-linear’ increase of CL up to AoA = 8o (Figure 6b). CM also decreases since the bubble

on the suction side is still found behind the 1/4-chord point and moves upstream with increasing AoA, reaching the

quarter chord position at AoA = 8o leading to a CM = 0. As the AoA increases past AoA = 8o, the trailing edge starts

to separate, undermining the growth of CL , which is also aided by the decreasing bubble size with increasing AoA

(Figure 6c). CM again starts to increase in this region, since the bubble passed the quarter chord point and the trailing

edge separates leading to a nearly constant pressure from the trailing edge upstream to the point of separation. CD is

also characterized by a stronger increase.
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(a) CL(AoA)-characteristic

(b) CD(AoA)-characteristic (c) CM (AoA)-characteristic

Fig. 7 Comparison of the characteristics predicted by the γ − Reθ model with experimental data [19]
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Experimentally, the bubble bursts before separation reaches the reattachment point (Figure 6d). However, this is not

the case for the γ − Reθ model where numerically the lift coefficient drops more gradually, caused by the upstream

movement of trailing edge separation, as found in fully turbulent flows for thick profiles. The numerical burst of the

bubble is delayed up to ≈ 19.5o after which there is a slight drop of the CL of ∆CL ≈ 0.2 followed by a fast recovery of

lift, CL(AoA = 20o) ≈ 0.95.

While rotating in counterclockwise direction, experimentally, it can be noted that the flow remains detached up to

AoA = 12o. After which the flow reattaches and forms a closed hysteresis loop. Further decreasing the AoA results

in the same behavior as a clockwise rotation. Numerically the flow reattaches much faster, at AoA = 18o, forming a

numerical hysteresis loop of no more than ≈ 2o. In order to assess the correctness of the approach, the clockwise and

counterclockwise rotation was stopped and held stationary in the experimental clockwise burst angle: AoA = 17o, the

numerical counterclockwise reattachment angle: AoA = 18o and in the middle of the numerically predicted hysteresis

loop: AoA = 19o. At AoA = 17o and 18o both the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation held stationary predict

the same value. For example: at AoA = 17o we obtain for a value of 1.0144 for c in the fitting of CL , while the CFD

value of CL in the absence of rotation is 0.9991, which corresponds with an error of 1.5%. Furthermore, the difference

between the CFD value and the experimental value is 5.1%. From this it is deemed that the method performs satisfactory.

The slight difference in the two characteristics can thus be attributed to a lingering unsteady hysteresis effect. However

AoA = 19o shows distinctly different values.

The CL-behavior in time (Figure 9a) and the time-averaged pressure distribution (Figure 9b) show the distinctively

different behavior of the flow at the same AoA. In clockwise direction a steady value in time can be seen, while in

reverse direction a periodic behavior is visible, which can be attributed to a vortex shedding of the leading edge. In

case of the latter the airfoil acts as a blunt body with a Strouhal number, St = f λL/Ure f with f the vortex shedding

frequency and λL the characteristic length (roughly equal to the projection of the airfoil perpendicular to the free-stream:

c × sin(AoA)), equal to 0.19. This corresponds to St of a cylinder for the same Rec .

Furthermore, a noteworthy observation is the lemniscate-like shape of the hysteresis loop (Figure 7a, AoA = 18o−20o).

This feature can be attributed to the fact that CL is characterized by a very fast recovery following the burst. This abrupt

remount is unphysical and strongly undermines the credibility of the transition model for high AoA. In this regard it can

be stated that the γ − Reθ model is capable of predicting burst and hysteresis, but the former too late and the latter in an

unphysical manner.

In regards to the behavior of CD (Figure 7b) the same conclusions can be drawn as from the CL-behavior. In the

authors’ opinion the prediction of CM (Figure 7c) is undervalued in the assessment of transition models: in the case of

UAVs the value of CM will influence the position of the control surfaces. Tailless configurations are characterized by

larger surfaces and/or bigger deflections. This will impact the values of CL and CD to a much bigger extent and possibly

lead to a different burst angle for large AoAs. A correct prediction of the behavior of CM is thus fundamental in the
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correct simulation of UAVs. The γ − Reθ model correctly predicts the trend of CM , characterized by an increase up until

5o, caused by the counterclockwise movement of the separation bubble on the pressure side and clockwise movement

on the suction side, followed by a decrease up until 8o, caused by the disappearance of the separation bubble into the

wake on the pressure side. The maximum value of CM (Figure 7c, AoA = 5o) is however too large, demonstrating that

the pressure plateau caused by the bubble is overestimated, and predicted too early, indicating that the separation bubble

is found far downstream. This is also visible in the CL-distribution (Figure 7a), where the nick is found numerically at

5o and experimentally at 6o. Up to the experimental hysteresis loop (AoA = 12o), the experimental and numerical value

correspond quite well, after which a discrepancy is visible, also notable in the CL-characteristic: CM is numerically

under-predicted and CL over-predicted. It is believed that at this point experimentally the separation bubble reaches the

leading edge and undermines the suction peak, stagnating the growth in CL and increasing CM . Numerically this does

not happen, which causes CM to stagnate and CL to further increase, yet more slowly from AoA = 8o onwards, at which

point separation from the trailing edge starts to occur.

When comparing the CL-characteristics predicted by the different transition models in clockwise (Figure 10a) and

counterclockwise direction (Figure 10b) a first remark will be made in reference to the k − kl − ω model. For the lower

AoA-range (0 − 8o) it can be noted that the model correctly predicts the separation bubble and its movement on the

surface by considering the linear and over-linear growth of CL . However, once separation from the trailing edge is

expected to appear (AoA = 8o), the model’s prediction deviates from the experimental value by upholding an attached

flow near the trailing edge up until AoA = 13o, at which point a more sudden separation of the boundary layer occurs.

The term burst is deliberately not used here since this phenomenon does not influence the separation bubble. With a

further increase of the AoA, the point of separation moves upstream, but nevertheless is found on a more downstream

position compared with the other turbulence models. This explains why no burst is to be found below AoA = 20o.

Furthermore, the suction peak is far bigger than for the other transition models, explaining the overestimation of CL

(Figure 8a). Based on these results, the k − kl − ω model will be left out of further comparisons.
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(a) −CP(AoA = 18o) as a function of chord-wise position (b) Influence of separation bubble on CP-distribution using
wall shear stress

Fig. 8 Assessment of the high AoA prediction of the k − kL − ω
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Fig. 9 Assessment of hysteresis predicted by the γ − Reθ model at AoA = 19o
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(a) Clockwise rotation (b) Counterclockwise rotation

Fig. 10 Comparison of the CL(AoA)-characteristics predicted by the models with experimental data [19]

(a) Rotating clockwise (b) Rotating counterclockwise

Fig. 11 Comparison of the CD(AoA)-characteristics predicted by the models with experimental data [19]

(a) Clockwise rotation (b) Counterclockwise rotation

Fig. 12 Comparison of the CM (AoA)-characteristics predicted by the models with experimental data [19]
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Looking at the low-Re model, it can be noted how the over-linear part of the CL-characteristic is not predicted. The

cause of this is found in the inability of the model to truly predict separation-induced transition: a separation bubble

is only modeled to a limited extent. Furthermore, trailing edge separation is predicted to occur much faster than by

the other models. This results in the absence of the over-linear part of the CL-characteristic and an earlier prediction

of the burst angle. Additionally, the model over-predicts most strongly CL,max , leaving out the k − kl − ω model.

Finally, the low-Re model is unable to model hysteresis: the burst angle in clockwise rotation and reattachment angle

in counterclockwise rotation are found at the same angle: AoA = 18o. The different behavior found behind the burst

angle for clockwise (see Figure 10a) and counterclockwise (see Figure 10b) rotation is attributed to a lingering transient

behavior. This statement was validated through a calculation kept stationary at AoA = 19o following a clockwise and

counterclockwise rotation, which gave the same result.

The γ model shows a behavior somewhat between the low-Re and γ − Reθ models: the separation bubble and the

over-linear trend are modeled, but not as extensively as in the γ − Reθ model. On the other hand the nod between the

linear and over-linear part are predicted more correctly. The value of CL,max is still too large, found between the CL,max

of the low-Re and γ − Reθ models. Burst is predicted at the same angle as the γ − Reθ model: AoA = 19o. The most

dominating feature of the γ model is found in its prediction of the hysteresis loop: while still far from the experimental

value the loop is clearly bigger (Figure 13) compared to other models.

The conclusions drawn in regards to the comparative study of the transition models from CD (see Figure 11a and

Figure 11b) and CM (see Figure 12a and Figure 12b) are more or less identical to those drawn from CL and will not be

repeated here. However it can be noted that the γ − Reθ model predicts CD slightly better (is higher compared to the

other models) at higher AoAs before burst (see Figure 11a): at AoA = 17o the difference with the experimental value is

11.5% for the low-Re model, 8.3% for the γ model and 1.0% for the γ − Reθ model. This indicates, along with the

more correct value of CL , the pressure distribution predicted by the γ − Reθ model is closer to the experimental one.

(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient (c) Moment coefficient

Fig. 13 Hysteresis loops made up out of the clockwise (full line) and counterclockwise (dashed line) rotations
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III. Quasi-3D Study
The most important conclusions drawn from the 2D study of the transition models for high AoA behavior was

the inability of the k − kL − ω model to correctly resolve the flow above 8o, the inability of the low-Re model to

predict separation-induced related phenomena and the ability of the γ − Reθ and γ models to resolve hysteresis, yet

quantitatively wrong. Based on these results will we assess how 3D related phenomena, such as the breakdown of

vortices, influences the prediction of hysteresis for the latter two models.

Typically, the characteristics of an airfoil using RANS are assessed in 2D. This simplification can be justified for

fully turbulent attached flows where the flow component in the third dimension is predominantly caused by turbulence.

In the case of RANS simulations this component is averaged out and represented by the turbulent viscosity µt . However,

in a transitional flow, here in the case of separation-induced transition, the third dimension becomes much more

significant since the separation-induced transition process is characterized by the three-dimensional deformation of

Kelvin Helmholtz billows and the vortex shedding from the bubble. One can argue that the former is modeled by the

production of k using γ, kl or damping depending on the model, but the latter does not allow the same breakdown

process of vortices in 2D as in 3D. This may influence the bubble, possibly its burst behavior, considering its global

stability characteristics. Therefore, the transition models are subjected to a comparison between 2D and 3D behavior.

A similar procedure as for the comparison of the two-dimensional flow is followed here: the influence of

three-dimensional numerical parameters is examined, which, combined with the numerical parameter study of the

two-dimensional flow allow for a three-dimensional grid independent flow domain to be determined, which will then be

rotated between an AoA=0o and AoA=25o.

A. Boundary Conditions

To allow a direct comparison with the 2D results, a finite span with periodic boundary conditions at both ends is

applied. This implies that the computational domain repeats itself an infinite number of times. This eliminates finite

wing effects in the shape of wing tip vortices. Measured coefficients are taken using the pressure distribution across the

entire surface, not a 2D cross section. As there is still a homogeneous direction, we refer to this study as quasi-3D.

However, for the sake of legibility, we address it further on as 3D.

B. Numerical Parameter Study

For the 3D comparison, the spanwise resolution is examined in order to capture the full spanwise deformation of the

separation bubble. The LES of Lardeau, Leschziner & Zaki of a compressor blade in low Tu and low Re flow were

performed on a grid with a spanwise size of 0.12c in order to capture the Klebanoff streaks that appear even at very low

levels of Tu and the Λ-vortices that they create [24].

However, since it is our intent to assess the behavior of the transition models at high AoAs, possibly with the
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appearance of stall cells, ‡‡ which requires a spanwise size corresponding to an AR=2 (aspect ratio is used with caution,

since the AR is technically infinite, s/c = 200% on Figure 14c), the mesh will be subjected to a spanwise study at

three different AoAs: 0o, 17o and 25o (see Figure 14). The choice of AoA=0o is based on observations in 2D, where

vortex shedding from the separation bubble is found to be most dominant. The choice of AoA=17o is based on the

experimental observation of stall cells past the stall angle and before the burst angle, thus, according to Timmer’s

experimental measurements [19], possibly found at AoA=17o. The choice of AoA=25o is based on the experimental

observation of laminar bluff body separation [23] in the region past the burst angle.

The trends observed at AoA=0o go without saying: the three-dimensionality of the flow domain results in a faster

breakdown of the vortices translating itself in a smaller amplitude of the fluctuations compared to the 2D case represented

by s/c = 0%, seen by the decrease in size of the bars, and a smaller mean value caused by a decreased pressure drag

(Figure 14a and Figure 14b).
‡‡Stall cells is the term in literature attributed to the experimentally [23] and numerically [25] observed coherent structures characterized by

a strong three dimensional nature of the wake near stall. They appear in the shape of counter-rotating swirl patterns, sometimes also poetically
addressed as owl faces or mushroom cells, through the use of oil flow and tuft measurements. These structures appear in pairs and typically extend
spanwise twice the length of the chord. When the span increases beyond AR=2, the cells get stretched before splitting and forming a new pair. The
presence of stall cells results in an increased CL compared to a fully 2D flow and translates itself in a reduced decrease ofCL following CL ,max .
Overall, the appearance of these cells is limited to a small region of ≈ 3o followingCL ,max .
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Fig. 14 Numerical parameter study in 3D using the γ − Reθ model presented with error bars of the 95%
confidence interval.

At the AoA=17o with s/c = 200%: the low-Re model produced a spanwise uniform flow (Figure 18a), while the γ

model clearly displays spanwise waviness of its separation front (Figure 18b), unaffected by the vortex shedding from

the separation bubble further upstream. The γ − Reθ model on the other hand is a prime example of violent vortex

shedding from the separation bubble (Figure 18c), breaking up the separation front, which results in a low frequency

fluctuating flow (see Figure 21). As illustrated by Broeren & Bragg [26], the time average of the violent shedding flow is

two-dimensional, this implies that if the spanwise size (s/c) is big enough to fully resolve the breakdown of the vortices,

a further increase of the span should yield to the same averaged result. This as opposed to stall cells, which will merge

or split if s/c is changed. This results in a changing CL caused by a jet effect between the cells. Figure 14c illustrates

that, while there is still some fluctuation left, caused by the time-averaging error due to the low frequency component in

the stream, the value of CL remains constant even if s/c is decreased. Noticeable is how the CL in 3D is over predicted

and in 2D is under predicted.
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(a) Schematic representation of
the instantaneous wall shear
stress

(b) Schematic representation
of the flow field

(c) Schematic representation of
the flow direction in the separa-
tion bubble

Fig. 15 Schematics at AoA = 8o according to the experimental work of Schewe [23].

(a) Schematic representation of
the instantaneous wall shear
stress

(b) Schematic representation
of the flow field

(c) Schematic representation of
the flow direction in the separa-
tion bubble

Fig. 16 Schematics at AoA = 12o according to the experimental work of Schewe [23].

(a) Schematic representation of
the instantaneous wall shear
stress

(b) Schematic representation
of the flow field

(c) Schematic representation of
the flow direction in the separa-
tion bubble

Fig. 17 Schematics at AoA = 17o according to the experimental work of Schewe [23].

Once the bubble bursts, the airfoil acts as a bluff body. The experimental work of Schewe [23] (Figures 15,16,17)

showed the fundamental difference between the laminar and turbulent flow behind a bluff body. In quantitative terms

most noticeable is the much lower CL in the laminar case. When considering the flow, the laminar one is predominantly

two-dimensional as opposed to its three-dimensional counterpart, which displays a clear periodicity. Figure 14d

illustrates the change of span width at AoA=25o; noticeable is the increase at s/c = 120%. This is caused by the

appearance of a second ‘period’ in the spanwise variation of the separated flow which results in a jet effect across the

upper side of the airfoil and a subsequent lift increase. From figure 19 the spanwise variation of the separated flow can

clearly be noted, indicating that a turbulent flow is predicted as experimentally observed by Schewe (Figure 16).

Based on the comparative study it is chosen to perform the 3D simulations with spanwise dicritization using

s/c = 70% and #ns = 100 × s/c [-] on top of the 2D mesh that was used in the 2D study. The former is chosen by
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(a) low-Re model

(b) γ model

(c) γ − Reθ model

Fig. 18 Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with oil flow pathlines
originating from the trailing edge at AoA=17o with s/c = 200%.
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considering the results for AoA = 25o, which show that at CL at s/c = 70% and s/c = 250% are near identical. The

latter is to a much lesser extent subjected to the effects of the finite span and thus assumed to be closer to the exact

infinite solution. Thus we conclude that at s/c = 70% the periodic boundary conditions do not stretch or compress the

spanwise period leading to a changing CL .

Fig. 19 Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with oil flow pathlines
originating from the trailing edge at AoA=25o using the γ − Reθ model

C. Results

As in the 2D study, first a more in depth comparison of the results of the γ − Reθ model with experimental data of

the CL-, CD- and CM -characteristics (Figure 21) will be presented, after which the 2D and 3D characteristics of the

γ − Reθ and γ model will be placed next to each other.

Figure 21a shows the CL-characteristic of the γ − Reθ model, both in clockwise and counterclockwise rotation,

both experimentally and numerically at 0.1o
/s (1o = 10s). Notable is the absence of a hysteresis loop, the strong over

prediction of CL,max and the presence of high amplitude, low frequency fluctuations between AoA = 17o and 22o. The

latter corresponding to the experimental studies by Broeren & Bragg [26]. With increasing AoA, an increasing amplitude

can be seen, reaching ∆CL ≈ 0.6 at AoA = 22o. These fluctuations start to appear numerically once experimentally the

bubble bursts, followed by the abrupt decrease of CL . This opposed to the 2D results (Figure 7a) that show a continuous

decrease in lift from AoA = 15o up to AoA = 19.5o. These fluctuations are caused by the violent breathing/flapping of

the separation bubble and center around the experimental CL,max = 1.05 [19]. Yet this is far above the value that is

experimentally predicted in that region: CL ≈ 0.6. Above AoA = 22o, the model behaves in accordance to the flow over

a bluff body, characterized by much smaller amplitude and much higher frequency fluctuations, with the predicted value

corresponding more closely to the experimentally predicted value than in 2D (see Figure 7a). Furthermore, noticeable is

the near identical curve for clockwise and counterclockwise rotation, indicating that hysteresis is not predicted in 3D by
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the γ − Reθ model. It can be argued that the appearance of hysteresis in 2D is related to the restricted vortex breakdown.

Figure 22 shows a comparison of the 2D and 3D central value characteristics predicted by the γ−Reθ model. The area

of high amplitude low frequency fluctuations is presented as shaded. Besides the above noted deviations, qualitatively

the model correctly reproduces the physical phenomena attributed to separation-induced transition. However, on a

quantitative level the 2D results correspond more closely to the experimentally measured values at lower AoA, especially

in reference to CL,max .

Figure 23 shows a comparison of the 2D and 3D central value characteristics predicted by the γ model. While the γ

model is a simplified version of the γ−Reθ model, the high AoA behavior predicted by the γ model is distinctly different:

the high amplitude, low frequency fluctuations are absent. While CL,max is, as in the γ − Reθ model, more strongly

overpredicted in 3D in comparison to 2D, the behavior in clockwise rotation is very similar up to AoA = 22o with a

strong remount of CL following the burst angle at AoA ≈ 19.5o due to the 2D bluff body vortex shedding. However,

above 22o this shedding becomes 3D leading to a lower predicted CL and lying more closely to the experimental value.

In counterclockwise direction we find the reattachment angle at a higher value than predicted in 2D. Again, we attribute

this to the restricted vortex breakdown in 2D that does not allow an immediate reattachment. However, this reattachment

angle is smaller than the burst angle, leaving space for a rather limited hysteresis loop between 18o and 20o (Figure 20).

(a) Lift coefficient (b) Counterclockwise rotation (c) Counterclockwise rotation

Fig. 20 Hysteresis loops predicted by the γ-model in 2D and 3D made up out of the clockwise (full line) and
counterclockwise (dashed line) rotations

IV. Conclusion
A comparative study of four transition models is presented by studying their capabilities to predict the increased lift

caused by the separation bubble at lower AoAs, the abrupt burst of the separation bubble and the accompanied stall

at higher AoAs, and the ability to predict (steady) hysteresis. To do this, a NACA 0018 profile is rotated around its

mid-chord position at three different rotational speeds with Rec = 3 × 105. This allowed an exponential fitting of the
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Fig. 21 Comparison of the characteristics predicted by the γ − Reθ model with experimental data [19] in 3D
at 0.1o

/s
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(a) CL(AoA)-characteristic for clockwise rotation
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(b) CL(AoA)-characteristic for counterclockwise rotation
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(c) CD(AoA)-characteristic for clockwise rotation
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(d) CD(AoA)-characteristic for counterclockwise rotation

(e) CM (AoA)-characteristic for clockwise rotation (f) CM (AoA)-characteristic for counterclockwise rotation

Fig. 22 Comparison between 2D and 3D characteristics for the γ − Reθ model
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(b) CL(AoA)-characteristic for counterclockwise rotation
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(c) CD(AoA)-characteristic for clockwise rotation
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Fig. 23 Comparison between 2D and 3D characteristics for the γ model
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CL-, CD- and CM -characteristics and prediction the behavior of a steady simulation for any AoA between 0o and 25o.

By doing this the effect of unsteady hysteresis is eliminated. Following the same procedure by rotating counterclockwise

from 25o to 0o allowed a quantitative study of the models ability to predict steady hysteresis by comparing them with

the experimental results of Timmer [19].

The models were subjected to a mesh and time step sensitivity study, which, along with a von Neumann stability

analysis, allowed an assessment of the requirements of the mesh and time step to fully resolve the phenomena related to

transition: certain combinations of time step and chordal discretization might lead to (i) wrongful results and (ii) a

steady or unsteady solution, which gives a different value of the integrated quantities. It was further concluded that a

minimum of 100 cells in chordwise direction is required to make the separation location independent of discretization,

along with a y+ value of ≈ 1, in agreement with earlier instructions. For the 3D study, caution is in order for the extent

of the span depending on the AoA considered: the spanwise size to capture the periodicity in the wake of the bluff body

is much larger than required for lower AoAs.

From the 2D study it was concluded that the low-Re model is unable to predict the phenomena that manifest

themselves in the CL-, CD- and CM -characteristics as a consequence of the appearance of a separation bubble. The

model does predict the stall angle most closely to the experimental value, but does not model the hysteresis loop. The

γ − Reθ , γ and k − kl − ω models show a good prediction of the low-Re behavior in the lower AoA-region. They

correctly predict the separation bubble on pressure and suction side and their movement with increasing AoA, which

leads to an increase of CM up to the point that the separation bubble on the pressure side disappears in the wake resulting

in a decrease of CM and a stronger increase of CL . The γ − Reθ model predicted the separation bubble and related

phenomena more pronounced than the γ model. With a further increase of the AoA, it was experimentally observed that

the boundary layer would start separating from the trailing edge, leading to a stagnation of the CL growth and an increase

of the CM . At this point the k − kl − ω model fails in its predictive capabilities with a delay and under-prediction of

separation leading to an increasing CL . The γ − Reθ and γ models perform better from this point, with the former

predicting a CL,max closer to the experimental value, but strongly over-predicting the burst angle and under-predicting

the size of the hysteresis loop. The γ model performed slightly better in the latter case, with a hysteresis loop that

is bigger through a later reattachment in the reverse direction. The values of CL , CD and CM following burst were

over-predicted by all models, leading to unphysical values and a lemniscate-like shape of the CL-hysteresis loop.

From the 3D study it was shown that the γ − Reθ model is prone to predict a violent vortex shedding at higher AoA,

as opposed to the γ model, which predict a more gently spanwise waviness in the separation front. Experimentally

observed stall cells were not found. The fully separated flow is predicted as being completely turbulent, leading to an

overestimation of CL , CD and CM at high AoA, yet closer to the experimental values than the 2D prediction. While

present in 2D, the hysteresis loop is not predicted in 3D by the γ − Reθ model. The hysteresis does appear in 3D for the

γ model, but nowhere near the experimentally predicted region and can thus be considered untrustworthy.
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Transition models have proven to be able to model the transition. However, the related effect of hysteresis is not

well resolved. Some work has addressed the issue of wrongly prediction of steady/static hysteresis (not only in a low

Reynolds context, but also for sharp leading edge airfoils, which are also subjected to this phenomenon) bringing forth

some pointer which might pave way to new research and future development of even more capable transition models.

Wales et al. divided the numerical approaches within a RANS framework that are able to gain insight into the possible

solutions of a nonlinear system as the parameters on which it depends are varied in two: time accurate simulations,

as was performed here, and continuations methods [27]. Among the former, a possible solution is the alternative

formulation of the turbulence intensity such as in the altered Baldwin-Lomax model, which has proven to be successful

in some instances [28, 29]. This is in line with the current ongoing research in transition models. However, another

solution is found within the second category, such as for example selective frequency damping (SFD), which forces

the flow to a steady solution and allows the assessment of two solutions using continuation methods, thus resolving

hysteresis [27, 30].

While modeling of transition has come a long way, the prediction of hysteresis is still an persisting issue. Caution is

thus in order when assessing the behavior of UAVs at high angles of attack.
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Appendix
By means of a von Neumann stability analysis (also referred to as Fourier stability analysis) it can be assessed

whether the change from steady to unsteady behavior by decreasing the time step size can be attributed to the discretization

scheme used or should be attributed to the behavior of the transition models. This is done by calculating the amplification

factor, G, as a function of time step size, ∆t. We consider a convection-diffusion equation of the transported scalar, φ in

1-D under the assumption of a predominantly one directional flow at low AoAs.

∂

∂t
(ρφ) +

∂

∂x
(ρuφ) =

∂

∂x

(
Γ
∂φ

∂x

)
+ S0 − S1φ (3)

Amore generic expression with on the lhs the time evolution and on the rhs the spatial evolution for an incompressible

flow can be presented as:
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∂φ

∂t
= F(φ) (4)

In case of an implicit solver, the spatial function F is evaluated on time step n + 1 with n − 1, n, n + 1 referring to

temporal consecutive steps. The second order time discretization presents itself as follows:

3φn+1 − 4φn + φn−1

2∆t
= F(φn+1) (5)

Linearizing the above and multiplying F with 2∆t gives F∗. This results in:

3φn+1 − 4φn + φn−1 = F∗φn+1 (6)

The amplification factor, G, is defined as φn+1/φn = φn/φn−1 = G. Thus we obtain:

3 −
4
G
+

1
G2 = F∗ (7)

Which can be solved for G:

G =
−2 ±

√
1 + F∗

F∗ − 3
(8)

The amplitude of G is always smaller than 1 and thus unconditionally stable. We consider the momentum equation,

where the transported quantity is velocity, the diffusivity constant, Γ, is equal to µ and the source terms are equal to zero.

For the spatial discretization of the diffusive term central differencing is used, this gives the following:

2µ∆t
ρ∆x2 (φ

n+1
i+1 − 2φn+1

i + φn+1
i−1 ) (9)

With i − 1, i, i + 1 referring to spatially consecutive cells. The coefficient (2µ∆t)/(ρ∆x2) will be referred to as the

diffusive coefficient, Cd . The convective term uses a second order upwind scheme, this gives the following:

−
u∆t
∆x
(3φn+1

i − 4φn+1
i−1 + φ

n+1
i−2 ) (10)

The coefficient (u∆t)/(∆x) will be referred to as the convective coefficient, Cc , and is equal to the Courant number.

A Fourier decomposition of the quantity φ is now introduced: φ = ΣωF φωF e jωF x with j the imaginary unit, ωF the

wavenumber and φωF the wave amplitude. For the diffusive part we obtain (leaving out (n+1) to retain overview):

Cd(φωF e jωF (x+∆x) − 2φωF e jωF x + φωF e jωF (x−∆x)) (11)
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Introducing Fd as the Fourier symbol for the discrete spatial diffusion operator and θF = ωF∆x, we obtain:

CdFdφωF e jωF x with Fd = −2(1 − cos(θF )) (12)

Following the same procedure for the convective term, we obtain:

CcFcφωF e jωF x with Fc = 3 − 4cos(θF ) + cos(2θF ) + j(4sin(θF ) − sin(2θF )) (13)

Introducing Fc as the Fourier symbol for the discrete spatial convective operator. On the finest grid size and using

the finest time step size it was found that the periodically shed vortices from the separation bubble have an average

spatial length on the airfoil of λL = 0.03c from which ωF = 2π/λL can be determined. On the finest grid, #nc = 400, it

follows that ∆x = c/400, from which θF = π/12 is obtained. With ν = 1.4607× 10−6 the kinematic viscosity of air and

u = 5.3682 m/s the free-stream velocity for Rec = 3 × 105 and c = 1 m. The amplitude of G can now be plotted as a

function of ∆t. Note how two values of G exist for every F, however only the branch for which G→ 1 when ∆t → 0 is

considered, corresponding to the minus sign.

It can be seen from the Bode-like diagram, Figure 24, how the second order implicit temporal discretization serves

as a highpass filter for disturbances as a function of the time step size. For a central differencing scheme of the diffusive

terms and a second order upwind scheme for the convective terms a constraint is put on the maximum time step size to

resolve the vortex shedding from the separation bubble. The peak values that are seen for the k − kl − ω model around

-log10(∆t)= 3.7 (∆t = 2e−4s) correspond to the unstable behavior that is found around the pole, leading to incorrect

results.

A second order implicit temporal discretization is, apart from the region around the pole for certain ∆t and #nc

combinations, unconditionally stable. However, the procedure to obtain the results from figure 3b was gradually

increasing ∆t. Starting at a ∆t that was too large undermined the converge of the iterations, thus indirectly imposing a

minimum on ∆t.

The chordal grid discretization, #nc , (Figure 3a) is strongly related to the time step size and the spatial length of the

shed vortices. In order to resolve the vortex shedding it follows that θ ≤ π. At AoA = 0o this implies that #nc ≥ 67.

However, near this limit the amplification factor increases strongly above 1 near log10(1/∆t)= 3, from which an unstable

behavior follows.
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Fig. 24 Amplitude of the amplification factor as a function of ∆t.

The von Neumann stability analysis above illustrates how the discretization scheme used serves as a highpass filter

for disturbances as a function of the time step size in the same manner for all unsteady transition model, as seen when

comparing figure 3b and figure 24.
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